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Customized Briefing for Dr. S. Manian Ramkumar April 24, 2014

 

Leading the News 

US News Report Details Shortage Of STEM 
Students. 
US News & World Report  (4/23) reports that it is releasing a 

new “STEM index” in conjunction with Raytheon indicating that 

“student aptitude for and interest in” STEM subjects “has been mostly 

flat for more than a decade, even as the need for STEM skills 

continues to grow.” The article calls the report “the first 

comprehensive index that measures the key factors relating to STEM 

jobs and education,” and notes that there has been “some upward 

movement, particularly in the actual number of STEM degrees 

granted at the undergraduate and graduate levels.” However, US 

News reports that the overall numbers suggest “that the education 

pipeline to fill the current and future jobs that will require STEM skills 

still isn’t producing enough talent.”  

        CBS News  (4/24) reports that the research suggests that 

though overall “lack of interest” contributes to the issue, “women and 

minorities are also under-represented in STEM-related fields.” The 

article reports that the index indicates that “high school students’ interest in STEM disciplines dropped between 2009 and 2013.”  

Higher Education 

Colleges May Seek Other Ways To Boost Minority Enrollment Absent Affirmative Action. 
The Chicago Tribune  (4/24, Lauerman, Lorin) reports that in response to Tuesday’s Supreme Court ruling upholding Michigan’s 

ban on the use of race in admissions for its public colleges and universities, schools may seek “new ways to achieve diversity without 

using racial preferences.” One way may be to “give preference in admissions to low-income students.” Another is to guarantee 

admissions to students who finish in “a certain top percentage of a state’s high school graduates.” A third is to offer “more transfers from 

community colleges.” All of these ways have been tried with some success according to the Tribune.  

        PBS  (4/24) on its “NewsHour” carried a conversation between Gwen Ifill, Dennis Parker, director of the American Civil 

Liberties Union’s Racial Justice Program, and Roger Clegg, president and general counsel of the Center for Equal Opportunity, regarding 

the court’s decision and ways colleges may seek to boost minority enrollment. Parker said that he hoped more states would not follow 
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Michigan’s lead, while Clegg said it was a good decision and “with all the talk about diversity and educational benefits and all that, what is 

at issue here is whether the government should be treating Americans differently on the basis of skin color and what country their 

ancestors came from.” Parker cites Justice Sotomayor’s dissent, saying that, “The significance of race goes far beyond just the color of 

your skin.”  

Fewer High School Graduates Enrolling In College. 
The Christian Science Monitor  (4/23, Trumbull) reports that a smaller percentage of US high school graduates are enrolling in 

college with 65.9 percent of 2013 graduates doing so compared to 66.2 percent in 2012, and 68.3 percent in 2011. The record high of 

70.1 percent was in 2009. Suggested reasons include “an improving job market.” Higher costs of education may also discourage some 

from enrolling, yet Gallup reports that “nearly 3 in 4 Americans” believe that “having a certification or degree beyond high school is 

essential for getting a good job.”  

        The FiveThirtyEight  (4/22, Casselman) reports the decline as due to improving work prospects, though it mentions “the 

rapidly rising cost of a higher education” as a possible factor. The story explains in support of that interpretation that the biggest decline 

was among “part-time and community college” students who are thought to be those most likely to be choosing between college and 

work.  

California Gubernatorial Candidate Proposes Free College Tuition In STEM Fields. 
Reuters  (4/23, Chaussee) reports that California gubernatorial candidate Neel Kashkari (R) has proposed a plan to offer free 

tuition to college students who are majoring in STEM fields. The students would agree to pay some percentage of future earnings in 

return. Kashkari argued that this would remove the obstacle of debt for these students and encourage more students to study STEM 

fields.  

WSJournal: Pay As You Earn Program Encourages Students To Pursue Lower-Paying 
Jobs. 
An editorial in the Wall Street Journal  (4/24, Subscription Publication) criticizes the President’s Pay As You Earn program, which 

allows students to borrow an unlimited amount, caps monthly payments at 10% of their discretionary income, and forgives the loans after 

20 years if the students choose productive work in the private economy or 10 years if they work in government or for a nonprofit. The 

Journal argues that the program is a win for universities, which get the taxpayer money, while students are given an incentive to work in 

lower-paying government or nonprofit jobs.  

University Of Baltimore Offers Free Semester For Students Who Graduate In Four 
Years. 
USA Today  (4/24, Shane) reports that the University of Baltimore now offers, under its Finish4Free program, free tuition in the final 

semester of a four-year degree program. It is being offered only for the class of 2018, and “students must maintain a 2.0 GPA and 

complete full-time coursework for 120 credits in four years, or eight semesters.” The school’s president says that it can readily cover the 

cost and that it will have plenty of time to plan for that cost as it will be able to see what percent of the class will continue to be eligible as 

it progresses. He also hopes to continue the program beyond the class of 2018. The article also mentions programs at Temple 

University, SUNY Buffalo, and Union College all of which offer benefits to students who graduate in four years.  

From ASEE 

Joe Rencis Voted ASEE President-Elect 

ASEE members elected Rencis and several others to leadership positions in a recent society-wide vote.  
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